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Abstract

Learning Activities and Materials

Execution

Discussion

The proposed program is to design a fun yet
challenging project called Aerial Battle Bots,
where teams can design, compete, and
innovate technologies required to have large
swarms of aerial robots challenge each other in
an aerial version of the “capture the flag” game.

Concepts for inter-disciplinary learning
activities have been formulated, including
laboratory-based coursework in robotic
systems in computer science, electrical,
and mechanical engineering
departments.

The large scale integrated experimentation
effort occurs quarterly, enabling frequent
student participation. Aligned courses will
introduce engineering principles pertinent
to the project.

The unique opportunity to learn in a large
scale field experimentation setting in a
project-based learning context is valuable.

The competition will leverage the Naval
Postgraduate School’s access to Camp
Roberts, California, which offers a venue for
innovative field experiments to complement
existing and new courses that emphasize the
systems perspective in engineering challenges,
including conceptual, programmatic, design,
implementation, and evaluation components.

Experimentation equipment, including
software systems, sensors,
communications, and flight components,
have been prepared for academic and
student research projects.

This initiative is aligned with the vision of the
Project-based Learning Community.

Reading groups and directed studies
facilitate a review of the literature and
existing approaches relevant to Aerial
Battle Bots. A collaborative reference
library and wiki portal is being developed
to improve the sharing and transfer of
accumulated knowledge.

Student thesis projects have and will
continue to investigate components of the
Aerial Battle Bots project across
disciplines and backgrounds.

Major Issues to Resolve
The broad scope of this project requires
significant effort to align multiple
disciplines, faculty members, and
curriculum requirements. Breaking through
barriers between traditional disciplines is
needed to effectively educate our students.

Introduction and Objectives
The objective is to directly translate material
learned inside the classroom to discovery and
implementation experiences in the field.
The team competition structure is designed to
challenge and inspire innovative thinking
based on foundational engineering skills.
Cross-cutting student & faculty involvement in all
engineering disciplines enhances the systems
perspective. Focused at graduate education,
Aerial Battle Bots seeks to inspire a sequence
of aligned courses across departments.

The Aerial Battle Bots Robotics Competition

The hope is for Aerial Battle Bots to provide a
fun yet educational venue for facilitating
more effective learning of engineering
principles through experience.
Further opportunities for engineering
education may arise via the experimentation
testbed. Follow-on proposals for STEM,
undergraduate, and graduate engineering
education enhancements are anticipated.
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Developmental History of Innovation
We continue to review similar student competition
programs and their implementations in
academic environments. Frequent discussions
with partner faculty and relevant course
coordinators ensure buy-in from different
departments.
Given our students’ keen desire to conduct their
studies and thesis research in operationally
relevant contexts, the Aerial Battle Bots team
competition provides a venue for hands-on
learning of both fundamental engineering
principles and also the state-of-the-art in the
frontier field of robotics and autonomous
systems.
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